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                  A career in nursing is as rewarding as it is challenging. At the College of Nursing, we value the important contribution of nurses when it comes to high quality and compassionate care and patient safety. With a career that can lead you to work in clinical practice, education, research, leadership and policy change, we are here to support you as you navigate your journey toward a profession that changes lives every day.
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  To address Manitoba’s growing nursing shortage, the College of Nursing is expanding seat capacity in the Bachelor of Nursing program at Fort Garry campus and accelerating the time to completion. Effective Fall 2022, the BN program will be delivered across three terms per year. Students entering the program will attend classes in each of the Fall, Winter and Summer (May to August) terms and complete the program in 28 months. In addition, a third intake of 120 nursing students will be admitted to each calendar year starting in Summer 2023. Please check back soon for additional information.
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                        Step into a new reality in training health professionals with RadyVerse

            Rady Faculty of Health Sciences
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                        Health researchers, students an “untapped resource” for workforce crisis
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                        Inspiring inclusion: Rady reflections on International Women’s Day
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        Programs of study

        Prepare for your career in nursing through hands-on laboratory experience, using advanced learning methods and equipment, including cutting-edge patient simulation technology in our hospital and community simulation labs.
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        Student experience

        Our culturally rich campus allows you to curate your university experience. Whether you're looking to connect with like-minded people or take time to keep physically and mentally well, there are services available to ensure you feel supported every step of the way. 
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        Research and scholarly activity

        From child, youth and maternal health to guiding change in population health, the broad range of research interests in the College of Nursing have an impact that can be seen in our daily lives.
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        Community and partners

        Each year our community of alumni grows stronger and more diverse, which is why it's important to stay connected and share your experiences. There are many ways you can get involved with the College of Nursing — we're sure there's something to match your interests!
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  Virtual Reality Labs


Our Virtual Reality Labs provide students with an immersive virtual reality learning experience and a powerful way to acquire clinical judgement, communication and critical thinking skills.   


Manitoba nursing students enter virtual reality world



          
  Helen Glass Centre for Nursing


Located on the Fort Garry campus, the facility features hospital and community simulation laboratories, distance education classrooms, computer labs and video-equipped assessment rooms.



          
  Sim centre


Students have the chance to develop their critical thinking and skills in a risk-free environment designed to reflect real-life settings and situations. Our interactive simulation rooms include a pediatric unit, two maternity units, an adult unit, as well as a multipurpose space. We have the ability to make the simulation high fidelity by using manikins or standardized patients, or low fidelity using task trainers and role playing.



          
  Skills lab


Our skills lab gives students the chance to understand the patient experience, practice skills in a safe environment and gain experience required for interdisciplinary teamwork.


Hospital simulation emphasizes teamwork



          
  (CAre) Lab


The interactive CAregiver Communication Research Environment (CAre) Lab at the Grace General Hospital focuses on enhancing students’ and clinicians’ empathic communication skills with patients, families and caregivers.



          
  Dr. Margaret Elder Hart Heritage Room


This commemorative space is named in honour of Dr. Margaret Elder Hart, past director of the UM School of Nursing (1948-1972). It bears her name in recognition of her contribution to nursing education and her lifelong interest in nursing history.
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        Dean's office

        Welcome to the College of Nursing website. It is a real honour and privilege to serve as your Dean of the College of Nursing and work with an amazing team of expert leaders, faculty and staff who are committed to providing our outstanding students with an exceptional learning experience.
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